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FOREWORD
This final report documents the results of a study perform--I under NASA Con-
tract NAS 9-15779. The study was conducted under the technical direction of the
Contracting Officer's Representative (COR), Herbert G. Patterson, Systems Design,
Johnson Space Center. Mr. Lester K. Fero, NASA Headquarters, Office of Space
Transportation Systems, Advanced Concepts, was the cognizant representative of
that agency.
The Grumman Aerospace Curpc:`«tion's study manager was Charles J. Goodwin.
The major contributors and principal investigators were Ron E. Boyland, St,+nley W.
Sherman and Henry W. Morfin.
This final report consists of the following volumes:
• Executive Summary - Volume 1
• Mission Handbook - Volume 2
• Program Requirements Document - Volume 3
• Supporting Analysis - Volume 4
• 'Turnaround Analysis - Volume 5
• Five Year Program Plan - Volume G
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I - INTRODUCTION
The first Orbiter flight will usher in a new
era in which manned missions to Low Earth Orbit
will become commonplace. The extension of regu
lar manned operations to Geosynchronous and
other high energy orbits, as depicted in Fig. 1-1,
is the next logical extension of this r.apability-
The objective of this 12-month study ' ., been tc
determine the types of manned missions that will
likely be performed in the late 1980's or early
1990's timeframe, define MOTV configurations
which satisfy these mission requirements, and de-
velop a program plan for its development.
Since the primary focus of this study was
on the crew capsule, particular emphasis was given
to crew accommodations, crew capsule functional
requirements, subsystem interface definition be-
tween crew module and propulsion module, and
man rating requirements. A brief study of com-
peting mission modes was also incorporated in
this study and covered a wide range of propulsion
concepts. These included 1 stage, 1 V2 stage, and
2 stage concepts using either the standard STS or
an augmf-nted STS. Several de-orbit concepts were
also considered, including all-propulsive modes
(APOTV), direct re-entry like Apollo (AMRV), and
aeromaneuvering skip-in skip-out in the upper
reaches of Earth's atmosphere (AMOTV).
The study also considered various turnaround
modes which compared ground turnaround to
Shuttle-tended and SOC turnaround. [1 five year
plan covering costs, schedules and critical tech-
nology issues which need early resolution com-
pletes the task requirements under this contract.
All costs quoted in this report are in 1979 dollars.
The sections which follow summarize the salient
results of this 12-month study.
Fin 1-1 MOTV Transfer to GEO
2 — MISSION & MISSION RLQUIRI.MLNTS
Although there are no officially sanctioned 	 manned and one unmanned categories and cover
programs which depend on the early availability	 a wide range of mission characteristics. The op-
of an MOTV, there are over 100 proposed future	 erational orbits are mostly geosynchronous, but
space programs which could substantially benefit 	 with some going in 12 hour/63 inclined or deep
from an OTV and rnan's presence in high Earth 	 space (400,000 n mi) orbits. The mission hard-
orbit. Satellite deployment, construction, check- 	 ware (cargo) has a spread of nearly two orders of
out and repair are some obvious uses of an MOTV. 	 magnitude, while crew size varies from 2 to 3 not
Among these many potential user programs there 	 including passengers. Mission duration ranges
are several areas of overlap. There are, for exam-	 from 3 to 30 days. The seven missions selected
ple, at least seven Public Service Platform (PSP) 	 for detailed study embrace the same range of or-
concepts covering 24 separate Communication, 	 bits, crew size and MOTV duration. The cargo
Detection & Control, and Earth Observation 	 weights are also typical of each class of generic
functions. Anaiysis of these PSP concepts leads	 mission.
to the conclusion that such programs are still	 These missions, both the "20," and in greater
some distance in the future. Undoubtedly, some 	 detail the "seven," have been analyzed to derive
of these PSP's will be built, but their size and	 MOTV mission requirements. Their more impor-
cost will likely dictate that provisions be made	 tant characteristics are reviewed under the follow-
for maintenance, updating and growth. More 	 ing headings:
than half the remaining potential user programs	 • Orbits and missions durations
make use of space construction, mostly in the 	 • Crew size and IVA/EVA mix
weight range from 15,000 Kg to 50,000 Kg. The	 • General Purpose Missions Equipment
remainder of the user programs involve crew rc- 	 • Payload Requirements.
tation and resupplv missions to -nace bases, and 	 Orbits and Mission Duration. A nominal assem-
servicing, repair ana retrieval of milita,; satel- 	 bly, departure and recovery altitude in Low Earth
lites.	 Orbit for MOTV of 370 Km (200 n mi) 2&/2 - in-
2.1 Generic Nli.,irrns 	 clination has been chosen based on superior Shut-
For this study, the mission features of in-	 tle performance to that orbit. From this orbit
terest are the services that the MOTV will be	 the generic missions depart for three different
called upon to provide. Based on analysis of the	 working orbits. Geosynchronous orbit is the most
Potential User Programs, 20 generic MOTV mis- 	 frequently used and requires a 4209 m/sec (13,81 C
sions have been defined, each providing a specific 	 fps) one-wav delta V for the transfer (transfer
service. In or der to keep these applications gen- 	 time varies from about seven to 13 hours, de-
eral, none of them are narrowly or directly related 	 pending on the number and duration of main en-
to any particular user program. Details of these	 gine propulsion burns). The highly elliptic 12-
20 missions are included in the Mission Handbook,	 hour orbit, typical of lower energy orbits that are
Volume 2.	 beyond the reach of the Shuttle, requires a 3344
The 20 generic missions are intended to give 	 m% sec (10,971 fps) one-way delta V, and has
convenient, cookbook coverage for user planning,
	 about the same transfer times as GEO missions.
but a smaller number of these - seven - have been 	 The deep space orbit, nearly twice as far out as
selected for more detailed use within this study.	 the moon, requires 3785 rn/sec, (12,418 fps) one-
Figure 2-1 summarizes these two sets. The full 	 way delta V. and a transfer time of about 14 days
set of 20 generic missions are grouped into four
	 each way.
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SCENARIO CHARACTERISTICS_
GENERIC MISSION
DURATION, SYMBOLS
MISSION
HOWR,
CATEGORY SYMBOL ORBIT Ky CREW DAYS DESCRIPTION
— -- ---	 — IN	 INSPECTION
IN1 GEO 510 2 4 SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE REVISIT S	 SERVICE
1 GEO 1684 3 19 MODULAR LEVEL SERVICE ER , EMERG REPAIRINSPECTION S2 GEO 2966 3 27 COMPONENT LEVEL SERVICE & UPDATE R , RETRIEVALSERVICE S3(+) GEO 2600 2 21 SERV & UPDATE NUCL PWRO SATS OP = OPER LG SPACE& S3(b) GEO
---
2600 2 3 REPLACE NUCL REACTOR SYSTEMREPAIR --- P- PASS TRANSPORT—
ER1
ER2
GEO
12 HR/63
453
172
2
2
4
4
EMERGENCY REPAIR (GEO)
EMERGENCY REPAIR (HEO)
OR	 DEBRIS REMOVAL
C - CONS1
°UC	 UNK.-N	 :ARGO
R 1 12 HR/63 4100 3 2 FA
OPT GEO 440
—
2 16
—
TENOEDSTO SELECTED
FOR DETAILED
OPERATION OF Pi CEO 1683 2 4 3 MAN CREW ROTATION/RESUPPLY STUDY
LARGE P2 GEO 4485 2 4 10 MAN CREW ROTATION/RESUPPLY
SPACE SYSTEM P3 GEO I	 16,819 2 4 30 MAN CREW ROTATION/RESUPPLY
P4 DEEP
SPACE I	 3364 2 30 6 MAN CREW NOTATION/RESUPPLY
DEBRIS DRI GEO 550 2 9 REMOVI: DEBRIS FROM 45 	 SECTOR OFREMOVAL
2
GEO
CI 10,000 3 UNFOLD WIRE WHEEL ANTENNA
C2 1E,000 3 E UNFOLD COMMUN PLATFORM
CONSTRUCTION C3 GEO 17,000 3 6 PREFAB COMMUN PLATFORM
C4
C5
15,000
110,535
3
3
7
14,5/5/5
AUTOFAB COMMUN PLATFORM
AUTOFABSPDA
[C6
VARIOUS
-
15,000
2 17 MODULAR ASSY SPDA
SECONDARY ROLE
UNMANNED UC NONECARGO -- 55.000 —^ ----	 -- —
1 7 7b -192W
Fig. 2-1 Generic Mission Summary
The 12-hour orbit and the deep space trans-
fer orbit both present special hazards to the crew
with respect to radiation: the 12-hour orbit be-
cause of repeated passages through the Van Allen
Belts; the deep space transfer orbit because the
crew are at long-term risk in the event of a mayor
solar storm at mid passage. Solutions to these
hazards are discussed in the Systems Requirements
section.
Generic mission durations are die sum of
orbit transfer times, on-orbit work time and, for
some missions, the time spent phasing in orbit
from work site to work site, as,hcwn in Fig.
2-2. As previously mentioned, only the deep
space crew station mission (P4) has a r^igriificant
transfer time, 28 days rouncitrrp. On-ol bit work
times vary from one -)r two shifts, for the single
satellite inspection or repair missions, up to 20
shifts for the largest construction mission. On-or-
bit phasing is exemplified by modular service
rrtission (S I). Four satellites ate visited in turn
for servicinq and updating, this involves three
90° phasing operations. Each phasing occupies
four days, a duration chosen after trading the
propellant weight ,seeded for shorter times against
the system cost of keeping an MOTV longer in or-
bit.
Crew Size and 1VA/EVA Considerations. Based
oi, a pieliminarV analysis of the specific tasks in-
volved in each generic mission, the minimum
N1OTV clew size was fixed at two. However.
larger numbers might have been justified if:
• Possible cost benefits acciued fiorn a
large crew/short duration mission as com-
pared with a smaller ciewilonger duration
approach
• The need anise for a greater range of
skills than two can provide
• EVA safety considerations dictated
The onl y missions likely to show a cost re-
duction for larger crews are "construction'' mil
lions where all the work LS performed at one
2-2
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DURAT ION,
DAYS
10l
0GENERIC MISSION
CREW SIZE
SKILLS-PILOT
MISSION SPEC
NO PASSENGER;
-- -	
- 7
ON ORBIT
OPBIT PHASING	 ASSUMES 9 HR WORK DAY IVA
LEO o °S - xtr
30F
	 TO ORBIT
17 76-482W	
Fig. 2 . 2 Generic Mission Duration, Crew Size, & Skill Requirements
site and lasts for many shifts. "Service" type
missions, where a large proportion of the mission
time (80 to 90%) is spent in orbit transfer or
phasing operations and the work at each site fre-
quently lasts less than a shift, are unlikely to
show any cost benefit. A cost trade for a typical
construction mission showed that a crew of three
rrlight start to be cost effective after 15 days of
work. Since nearly all construction missions lie
at or below this figure, this is not a strong motive
for a crew of three or more,
Analysis of a construction and a service mis-
sion showed that the skills demanded, particularly
when backed up by ground support personnel,
do not appear to be excessive (consider previous
manned space missions, fighter pilots, etc.). Our
conclusion is that for routine missions of this sort
the skills of a crew of two will usually be adequate
Occasionally, specialist expertise in scientific or
defense matters is required and can be met by
providing a third crew member.
A limited number of crew functions are
basically concerned with "internal" tasks - navi-
gation, piloting, remote inspection, capsule house-
keeping and subsystem monitoring. Much of the
productive work, however, is "external" work,
i.e., construction, satellite servicing, updating,
repair. These "external" tasks can be performed
in an Intra-Vehicle Activity (IVA) mode, with the
crew working inside the capsule controlling exter-
nal dexterous manipulators, or they can be ac-
complished in an Extra Vehicle Activity (EVA)
working mode, with the crew working outside the
MOTV in space suits. For predictable, and well
rehearsed external tasks where manipulator tools
and adaptors have been developed, analysis shows
that IVA is the more efficient mode. However,
for contingency tasks which require close proximity
to the work and ad-hoc workaround's, EVA is ex-
pected to be an essential ingredient. Mo p '. of the
construction and service missions are expected to
require EVA quite frequently. In these instances
the "buddy" system is used for safety. The short-
er inspection and recovery missions, as well as the
crew rotation missions, will be provided with Fl.,A
capability, but are not expected to employ It with
any regularity.
Thus it is assumed that every mission may
2.3
involve EVA either as a normal work mode or
for contingency/emergency operations. When one
EVA crew member is outside, it is axiomatic that
another will be suited up and ready to go out and
help with a two-crew EVA task or to come to the
aid of his buddy. At such times, the prospect of
leaving the MOTV crew capsule untended is not
a comfortable one and may lead to overhurried
external work patterns. Therefore, for any mission
where significant amounts of EVA are planned,
a third crew member is carried as a matter of
course.
General Put-pose Mission Equipment. It appears
that all missions require E"A suits, cabin suits,
external EVA hand grips and tools and cargo
mounting rails. All missions except crew rotation
missions also require dexterous maniupulators and
a grappler.
In the interests of economy these items are
Lteated as General Purpose Mission Equipmer. ,  -
servicing virtually all missions. ns may be seen
in Fig. 2 3, current analysis of the seven generic
missions shows that for the EVA suits, manipu-
lators and grappler, the specifications vary from
mission to mission. If the radiation protection
afforded by the EVA suit is designed for the
worst radiation environment, the mobility pro-
vided for other missions is impaired. Similarly,
the requirements for the dexterous manipulator
and grappler reaches and intertia loads are seen
to vary, possibly requiring different sets of hard-
ware instead of the more desirable common
hardware. For capsule design purposes, we have
selected compromise specification values for
these items and believe that eventually acceptable
performance levels will be established for across-
the-board use.
Payload Requirements. Mission payload require-
ments for all generic manned OTV missions are
summarized in Fig. 2-4. Here, payload is taken
to mean everything forward of the propulsion
module (the crew capsule, the crew and their com-
EQUIPMENT S1 ER2 P2 P4 DR1 C3 C6
1, MANIPULATORS
REACH (M) 2 3 NONE NONE 4 4 2 5
DOF 7 7 RECD READ 7 7 7
NO. READ 2 2 2 2 2
INERTIAL LOAD (Ky) 190 100 _ 5500 1100 100
2. GRAPPLER
REACH (M) 2 2 NONE NONE	 1.5	 2	 2
DOF 4 4 READ REOD	 2	 4	 2
NO.REQD
INERTIAL LOAD IKy)
1
6000
1
4100
1	 1	 1
50.000	 1700	 1 40.000
3. DOCKING INT'L INT'L
TYPE NONE NONE DOCK DOCK	 NE
NO. REOD I11 t4_ 111	 kV A
EQVtp FECD4 STOWAGE SYSTEM
RAIL SYSTEM YES YES YES YE	 ES
MOUNTING RACKS YES YES YES YES	 YES
OTHER RACKS YES YES NO NO	 --	 YES
5 ASSEMBLY JIG	 IVO	 NO	 NO	 NO	 NO	 YES	 NO
6 SATELLITE	 YES	 YES	 NO	 NO	 YES	 I NO	 NO
DEACTIVATION	
—^--
7. EVA EQUIP (SUITS	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES	 YES
I
- ATTACH)	
---	 --	 ---	 -	 --- - `---- -	 -	 -
Fig. 2-3 Generic Mission Equipment Requirements
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MISSION EOUIPT
— STORAGE BIN ON
NOSE OF ONE DROP
•i	 TANK
I _
MMS REPLACEMENT r{d L=
MODULES 121	 —
S3'.aI
1i1_	 S	 •147Y• P	 C 4ER • 2
•s 
I3*C1C7
,
DH1. CC)
0	 10,000	 20,000
PAYLOAD DEPLOYED, kq
20,000
PAYLOAD
RETURNED, 10,000
kq
30,000
1776-J83W
Fig. 2-4 Generic Mission Payload Requirements (25`/ Crew Module Weight Contingency)
mander, the general purpose equipment and any
cargo). In general, the missions clus t er in two
categories, those which require "roundtrip" ca-
pability and those which are "mostly deploy."
Most of the inspection, service, repair and pas-
senger transport missions fall into the roundtrip
category. For the construction missions, about
one-fourth the amount. of payload deployed is
returned. These missions are the most demanding
in terms of MOTV payload performance and
equipment needed for their suppor' Generic
mission H is not shown on the chart. This mis
sion is a 30-roan crew iotation;resupply mission
to GEO requiring a deploy payload of 27,454 Kg,
and a return payload of 16,119 Kg. The inset
configuration pictures iepict the difference in
payload packaging for the two categories of
generic missions.
These characteristics, the mission orbits and
durations, the crew size and the interplay of IVA
and EVA, the general purpose mission equipment,
and the payloads, all define the mission require-
ment.
To perm i t the establishment of an MOTV
point design and as a fra y. .: of reference for sensi-
tivity analysis when comparing the manned OTV
requi r ements of other generic missions, generic
mission SI has been selected as a Design Refer-
ence Mission (DRM).
This mission, which services four- MMS type
satellites in GEO, was chosen because:
• Its functions and capabilities are typical
of 95'/x, of the generic missions
• Its payload requirements, Fig. 2 4, lie
midway between the least and most am
biticus manned missions
• It is a likely, oust effective, future mission
show i ng a net coot benefit for servicing
of $100M to $2001.1 per mission.
The character istics of this mission and the
140TV configuration which goes with It are SLirTi
marized in Fig. 2-5.
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This 19 -dav mission involves servicing and
updating four communication satellites, widely
separated in geosynchronous orbit. The crew cap-
sule has mounting rails w`rich car-v the external
cargo and new subsystem modules which will be
exchanged for the old units cn the satellites to
be visited. The cabin accommodates a crew of
three, and has at the front a work station/flight
deck, a berthing hatch, two dexterous manip:.lators,
and a stabilizer ("grabber") that captur(.i and holds
the satellites to be worked on.
The core propulsion module lines u: behind
the crew capsule and carries the two main engines,
the guidance and RCS subsystems, and tanks for
the cryogenic propellent that will be used at the end
of the missions. The rest of the propellant is car-
ried in drop tanks rncunted around the propul-
sions core. The number of add-on tanks can go
as high as four and is mission dependent, three
are needed for S1. These drep tanks
	 the only
expendable items on the MOTV are provided
with a disposal impulse so that, when empty,
they can be de-orbited to Earth and burned up in
the atmosphere; there is no space debris.
The stack weight of the MOTV for this par-
ticular mission is 99,091 Kg and its main elements
are summarized in Flc 2 6. Four standard capa-
city Shuttle flights suffice to lift the MOTV and
its p ropellant (84`;6 of the total) into LEO for
assembly. The sequence is shown in Fig. 2-7;
the first flight launches the clew capsule, cargo,
cropulsion module and its propellant. Flights 2,
A DESIGN REFERENCE MISSION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED BETWEEN NASA/
JSC & GRUMMAN WHICH HAS THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS:
• MISSION OBJECTIVE
• CREk1V SIZE
• MISSION DURATION
• PAYLOAD DEPLOYED
RETURNED
• ORB!T
is NO STS FLTS FOR
MOTV ASSY
• TOTAL VELOCITY INCREMENT
• START BURN WT IN LEO
• COST PER MISSION
>>e 20;:.
SERVICE 4 MMS SATS 90 APART
3
19 DAYS
6883 Kg
6883 Kg
GEO
4
29.849 FT SEC
99091 Kg
S118 M
Fig. 2 5 Characteristics of WTV for Design Fe:erence Mission
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MISSION 50UIP T
CREW PROP'LS'N DROP '	 GENERAL
CAPSULE CORE TANKS (3) PURPOSE
	
I DEDICATED.
WEIGHTI DRY 3951 3328 4725 173 I 120
iCREW CONSUMABLEES 577 51
IRESERVES,RESIDS 296 705 1
I	 IBURNOUT WEIGHT
	 I 4528 3675 5430
^
773
--y
II 120
it	 IN PROP — CAPAC!TYI 117.5001 81.8101
— LOADING
IACPSPROP
I 13,404 66,762
IMISC	 I
I 2570
1
145 1	 n
MOTV WEIGHT
	 i 4 1, 28 19 794 72 VQ 773 1SO4
(TOTAL MOTV WEIGHT
99,091
1776- 4 8bvV
 
Fig. 2-6 S1 Summary Weight Statement, Ky
,'s r	 )o 	I, 	 AP
Fig. 2-7 MOTV Assembly Sequence
T	 1 j.T^ (lI' ' I l l l^.
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3, and 4 bring up the drop tanks for assembly to
the core — each full drop tank constitutes a to-
tally loadee STS. The MOTV crew arrive in LEO
on the fourt: flight, fly the MOTV phase of the
mission and return after 19 days, rejoining the
Shuttle that brought them up. The whole mis-
sion, from the first Shuttle launch to final Earth
return, is supported by one Shuttle and takes a
total of 71 days.
The geosynchronous part of the mission in-
cludes the phasing operations when the servicing/
updating MOTV moves from satellite to satellite.
Each phasing covers 90° of orbit and takes four
days; this constitutes a compromise between the
weight of on-ot bit propellant used and the cost
of extra mission days. Because of the modular
nature of the MMS change-out units, the work to
be done at each satellite is estimated to take only
one shift.
Although mission cost/benefit analysis has
not been part of this study, it is worth noting
that while the recurring cost of this mission is
$118M (93% of which is attributable to the Shut-
tle), the benefit, based on the replacement value
of these satellites, ranges from $120M to $200M
compared to the-cost of servicing.
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3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS & MAN RATING
The first and most important system require-
ment is that the MOTV perform the generic mis-
sions. The current concept vehicle performs
them all, with the exception of P3, which involves
the rotation of 30 people to and from a geosyn-
chronous station. The MOTV could transport the
weight and a special passenger capsule could be
provided, but handling 30 people in Low Earth
Orbit will require a modified Shuttle or a Space
Station, neither of which is part of the present
MOTV total system.
A related general requirement calls for non-
recurring costs and recurring costs to be mini-
mized. With no established traffic model the
MOTV concept tends to emphasize development,
rather than operating, economies. At present, the
most cost effective way of reducing MOTV op-
erating costs would be the development of a high-
er Shuttle payload capability.
After mission performance, the most impor-
tant system requirements are those imposed by
man rating. In this area, crew safety is the major
concern, and it has several aspects.
Reliability, Safety and Mission Success. Both safe-
ty (man rating) and mission success involve relia-
bility requirements, but from different points of
view.
Safety is chiefly concerned with only those
system capabilities that are needed to get a clew
back to Earth unharm- '. These fail-safe capabil
ities, which may be degraded from nominal, must
have as a minimum an overall reliability level at
which astronauts, program management and, ul-
timately, public opinion are prepared to see man-
ned MOTV missions flown on a routine basis.
Mission success, as distinguished from crew
safety, is chiefly concerned with money. The ben-
efits of a higher probability of mission success are
traded against the cost of the increased reliability
needed to achieve that success. All the system
capabilities needed for a particular mission are in-
volved, not just those necessary for crew survival.
From an analysis point of view, these two
approaches are separate, but the design and deve-
lopment of each s!ibsystem must take account of
both.
Safety (Man Rating). To establish a frame of refer-
ence, the likelihood of commercial airline pilots,
policemen, firemen or under ground miners losing
their lives in job-related incidents, in the course of
their whole careers, varies between one chance in
120 and one chance in 10. The safety level of the
MOTV/STS combination should be such that an
MOTV space crew member will have a compara-
ble chance of surviving his career number of
MOTV missions.
The figures proposed for early MOTV opera-
tions are:
• MOTV crew member career risk = 1 in 50
(i.e., crew career survival rate - 0.980)
• Assumed number of missions per crew
member = 10
• Hence, crew mission survival rate = 0.998
(I failure in 500).
This per mission survival figure has to be al-
located between the STS and MOTV phases.
Making an arbitrary even division, we have:
• survival rate for STS phase of mission
= 0.999 (1 failure in 1000)
• survival rate for MOTV phase of mission
= 0.999 (1 failure in 1000)
The initial crew member career risk of one
chance in 50 was selected, bearing in mind that
the safety record of transport systems improves
with time when developed diligently (typically,
experiencing a halving of risk with 20 years of
use). The program risk - one mission catastrophe
in 500 - translates, at six missions per year, into
one mission lost in about 80 years.
Turning now to the Man Rating of the
MOTV, the overall catastrophic failure probability
for the MOTV part of the mission is the sum of
the failure probabilities of those particular sub-
systems that assure safe return of the space crew
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(nnt those needed for mission success). "Failure"
means that the subsystem performance, together
with any alternate capability, has fallen below the
minimum needed to get home.
Future feasibility and cost studies, together
with component development work, will establish
the approximate distribution of overall failure
probability among these critical subsystems. In
the meantime, as a guide to current studies, a first
cut allocation of this distribution is given in Fig.
3-1. The percentage column shows the proportion
of catastrophic failures "allowed" for each sub-
system. The final column shows the same dis-
tribution in terms of the mean number of mis-
sions between fatal failures scaled to match the
previously discussed overall safety level of one
fatal MOTV failure in 1000 missions.
Fail-Safe Engineering Considerations. To achieve
a fail-safe standard demands attention to one
prime design goal, and to several detail require-
ments. The design yoal -- to minimize single
point failures - is usually met by appropriate
levels of duplication, but it cannot be made ab-
CRITICAL
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Fig. 3 . 1	 Preliminary Allocation of Catastrophic
Failures
solute. For instance, the present MOTV has a
double-walled pressure cabin and two main en-
gines; but cabins can develop dormant leaks, and
one engine	 in failing	 might damage another.
Meeting this design goal econom1Cally will be a
major challenge for all working on the MOTV.
The detail requirements are more readily
met and are incorporated in the present MOTV
concept. Firstly, the concept affords ground and
on-orbit monitoring of crew health, subsystems
"health" and radiation levels (as discussed later).
Secondly, the concept carries reserves
	 main
and RCS propellant, power and atmosphere
make-up and food and drinking water (the quan-
tities vary from mission to mission). Thirdly.
it has provisions for EVA by two of the crew.
Fourthly, it has the ability to abort (the abort
trajectories are dependent on the mission phase,
and tit 	 cases are different for different abort
causes).
Radiation Protection. The allowable radiation
doses for the MOTV crew are the same as for the
Shuttle crew. For a typical mission in geosyn-
chronous orbit under "normal" conditions, the
protection against electrons provided by the crew
capsule and EVA suits permits about 30 missions
each of 20 da ys duration before a crew member's
carreer limit is approached.
From time to time 'solar events" appear
which, for a few days, subject any object in geo-
synchronous orbit of beyond to high energy pro-
ton. fluxes. I f a solar event occur,; durinq a rnis-
sion, the operational response will depend on its
severity. The flux build-up will be monitored and
if the total flux threatens to rise above a threshold
figure
	
tentatively set at 10 8 p per cm 2 for
protons charged above 30 iv1EV	 then the mis-
sion will be cut short and the MOTV will retreat
to below the protective shield of the Van Allen
Belt. A safety margin is built into the accuracy
of the flux forecast bc-;1use the capsule can pro
tect the crew against a flux an order of magnitude
bigger than the threshold figure. It is interesting
to note that present forecasting methods differ
in predicted dose rates b y factors of as much as
30. This uncertainty is unacceptable, and must
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be greatly reduced before MOTV crew safety can
be adequately assured. It is a critical MOTV tech-
nology requirement that this real-time flux fore-
cast capability be available in time for the first
MOTV flight. These protective measures are
summarized in Fiq. 3-2.
This during- the-event forecast is for safety.
In addition, in the interest of economy it is an
MOTV system goal that presolar-event forecast-
ing technology continues to be developed so that
mission timing can be adjusted to avoid major
solar events completely.
Missions using other orbits can present
special problems. Working in the 12-hour highly
elliptic orbit involves passing four times a day
through the highly radiative Van Allen Belts, rather
than the customary twice per mission. At pre-
sent, missions using this orbit are of short dura-
tion; a longer one coald turn out to be a radia-
tion protection worst-case. In the P4 crew mis-
sion, the MOTV moves deep into space taking 14
days for each leg of the journey. In such orbits
escape from a massive solar event is not feasible
and a solar storm shelter must be taken along.
This shelter, a mission peculiar add-on to the
crew capsule, has thick walls and, during normal
transfer, provides sleeping accommodations for two
of the crew. In an emergency all six crew mem-
bers can shelter in it until radiation falls or safety
is reached.
Capsule Volume. Adequate cabin volume is a
prominent man rating requirement not directly
related to safety. Ideally the cabin size should
represent a cost effective balance between crew
productivity and morale on the one hand and
weight penalties on the other. The minimum
free volLlme per crew member guide that we are
using is shown in Fig. 3-3. This is taken from a
study by Frazer, one of several that are available.
In applying this or any other guide there are some
featu: es of MOTV operations that need to be re-
m,embered.
Firstly, the MOTV crew mission duration
has one or two days of Shuttle time added at
each end of the LEO-to-LEO phase.
Secondly, switching from the Shuttle to the
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MOTV and back, some possible EVA time and
the view of space from windows in the work
station may ameliorate the effect of cramped
quarters.
Thirdly, the mixed crew concept will also
help crew morale.
Even after a total free volume is chosen,
allocation must still be made between functional
zones -- work station, hygiene area, personal
quarters, and a common cabin. The arrangement
.finally adopted will go beyond simple require-
ments. It will, like good architecture, represent
a subjective solution.
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4 CONCLPT 1)1 -1 INITION
The MOTV concept for the Design Reference
Mission is described and illustrated in section 2 of
this report and in Fig. 4-1. The vehicle comprises
a crew capsule, which houses the crew and mounts
external cargo and mission equipments, and a pro-
pulsion module. This section describes some of
the logic behind these components.
4.1 Crew G,psulc
Mission requirements and systems require-
ments, from sections 2 and 3, are the point of
departure for the crew capsule design. It is
sized for the basic crew of three who may be
male and/or female. The total internal volume is
25 cubic meters: this provides 13 cubic meters of
unrestricted free volume	 a little more generous
than the requirements demand plus room for
subsystems, lines runs, and internal structure.
Figure 4-2 shows the capsule layout; a single
deck arrangement with a common floor that en
courages a sense of spaciousness. This layout was
chosen after comparison with others using trans-
verse decks because, among other reasons, it pro-
vided maximum length vistas at eye level for most
areas of the capsule. The single deck arrangement,
DROP TANK (3)
BERTHING &
1716-220W
	 BOARDING HATCH
Fig. 4-1 MOTV Start Burn Configuration for Two Design Reference Mission
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Fig. 4 . 2 Three-Man Crew Capsule: Design Reference Mission
combined with a 3-meter outside diameter, avoids
the short-fat look and allows for the mounting of
external cargo.
The interior accommodation has three func-
tional areas. The work station at the front has
large forward looking windows, control consoles,
and room for two operators side by side. One
position has the flight station controls and dou-
bles for grappler operation; the other has the con-
trols for the dexterous manipulators. Low down
on the center line, between the two operators, is
the berthing hatch normally used for shirtsleeve
transfer. This work station configuration and the
nose shape were selected after studying several
alternatives. The choice was made on the basis of
controller envelopes, access to the external work
sites,view fields, interaction of the operators and
display panel geometry.
The center of the capsule is occupied by the
main cabin with two individual crew quarters on
the righthand side and one on the left. Each
crew member has s horizontal fore and aft berth,
stowage for his clothes and gear, a recreation/rest-
ing position where he can eat, read, write, listen,
or converse with his or her companions. The
quarters can be open to the main cabin or closed
with curtains. The central cabin area is used for
food preparation, exercise, circulation, all to pro-
vide as much "roominess" as possible. The galley
and food storage centers are on the left side, to-
wards the back of the cabin
Separated from the cabin by folded doors, a
combined personal hygiene and waste manage-
ment compartment occupies the aft end of the
capsule. The two GEO EVA suits are stowed
here, and the compartment has the necessary
room for donning them. A second hatch in the
aft compartment roof is normally used for EVA
exit and return.
4.2 Subs stem,,
In this study Subsystems have been defined
to the level necessary to determine weights, as
summarized below, and costs as listed in section
7 of this report. Another area of primary interest
is those subsystems which have a gross impact on
configuration. Electrical power (EPS), with its
possible solar array requirements and its fuel cell
reactant storage, and environmental control
(ECLS), with its radiator requirements, impose
such limitations. Also cf interest Is the distribu-
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tion of subsystems throughout the MOTV. Fig-
ure 4-3 shows the present locations of the subsys-
tems, bearing in mind c.g. requirements, safety,
access for maintainability and on-orbit repair,
and the desire to minimize relocation when flying
unmanned without the crew capsule. Thus, the
basic electric power supply and the remote con-
trolled guidance subsystem are with the propul-
sion module. The ECLS subsystem is on the
crew capsule.
For the Electrical Power Subsystems, energy
requirements for the 20 generic missions vary
from 280 to 2970 KW hours, including in most
cases a four-day reserve. The variations are pri
marily due to different mission durations and
crew sizes.
Viable power source options are either all fuel
cells, or fuel cells with solar array recharging.
A weight trade showed that, in general, mis-
sions requiring less than 8C0 Kw hours should
use only fuel cells. This all fuel cell system
utilizes cryogenic reactants and, in addition to
electrical output, provides potable water for
the crew capsule. The solar array recharging
option, used for power hungry missions, stores
water and electrolyzes it to form gaseous hy-
drogen and oxygen for the cells. Fuel cells are
located in the propulsion module, and the solar
cell array, when carried, is mounted on the
core thrust structure.
ECLS design philosophy is fail-safe with a
96-hour contingency. For short-duration mis-
sions, fuel cells supply drinking wafer and cdr-
ry breathing oxygen. Longer missions, how-
ever, cannot get water from the EPS and must
recycle waste water. Two options were con-
sidered: one, to use this water for all purposes
and carry gaseous oxygen: an i two, to use re-
^j
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cycled water for everything except drinking,
carry potable water and use electrolysis for 02
generation. The latter option was selected
since drinking reclaimed water is not fully ac-
cepted and requires sterilization and monitor-
ing of its quality. Both regenerable solid
amine and the classic LiOH expendable system
have been considered for CO 2 removal. For
most of the missions, the solid amine appears
to have the weight advantage, and it is current-
ly the baseline.
4.3 Mission Equipment Capsule Mounted
Dedicated mission equipment (cargo) i;
located external to the capsule. In the case of
the DRM, the cargo is Multi-Mission Subsystem
modules carried on standard mounting rails on
the cylindrical shell as shown in Fig. 4-1. Also
shown in that figure is General Purpose Mission
Equipments. An external grappler to berth the
MOTV to the workpiece satellite is mounted to
the forward end of the capsule. This grappler
can also move the MOTV relative to the
satellite to improve the operator's view and to
locate the satellite in the work envelope of the
pals of manipulators. These dexterous manipu-
lators have 7 degrees of freedom and are a bila-
teral force reflecting type that are presently be-
ing investigated in MRWS studies. The mani-
pulators are operated from within the crew cap-
sule by a master/slave system.
4.4 Crew Capsule Weight
When performing the DRM, for example,
the total weight of the crew capsule together
with some closely related items in the propul-
sion core is 6148 Kg plus 1684 Kg of cargo.
The make-up of this sum is given in Fig.
4-4 under several headings. Firstly, the capsule
proper has a dry weight of 3951 Kg., the major
subsystem being structure. Secondly, for rea-
sons previously given, most of the MOTV EPS
and some.of its Avionics are locat-d in the pro-
pulsion core. The EPS weight is mission depen-
dent; for the DRM these remote items contribute
898 Kg. Thirdly, mission equipment mounted
on the outside of the capsule comprises general
purpose manipulators and a grappler amounting
to 551 Kg; and the dedicated equipment - 1684
Kg of DRM cargo and 120 Kg for cargo support.
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The crew of three weigh 245 Kg, their consum-
ables 332 Kg and the fuel cell reactants 51 Kg.
The total capsule, therefore, together with its
remote subsystems, adds up to the aforemen-
tioned 6148 Kg, plus mission cargo. Note that
the dry weight contingencies are 25%, except
for the propulsion core which carries 15%.
4.5 ('rew Capsule NlodularitN
The Design Reference Mission (S1) crew
capsule lends itself to the concept of modular
changes to satisfy charging requirements. With
this three-man capsule as the departure point,
Fig. 4-5 shows changes to accommodate two,
four, six, and eight men or women for specific
generic missions. For the two-man capsule, one
crew quarter is deleted and may be replaced by
equipment; externally there is no change. The
four-man capsule is also unchanged externally
but, internally, a crew quarter is added as shown.
This same four-man capsule is used for tine six-
man, P4 mission to deep space. The remaining
two men are accommodated in a storm shelter,
which provides an emergency haven for the
six-man crew in the event of an unpredicted sola,
flare occurring ding the 14-day, one-way trip.
The storm shelter mates to the aft external hatch
provided in the baseline capsule. P2 mission
transports eight men to GEO. The trip is anal-
ogoi ,.rs to a one-day coachttrip and calls for that
'ape of facilities. Two of the crew are pilot and
co-pilot, leaving six to be seated, as shown, in the
center section of the capsule. Externally, the cap-
sule shell is unchanged
Most of the generic mission require two or
three crew members. They are listed under the
appropriate crew number.
As other missions evolve, they may dernand
an airlock for multiple EVA operations or the
MRWS as a positionable, shirtsleeve, work sta-
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tion. As indicated, they can be accommodated
with little impact on the capsule. If evolving to
an AMOTV, as illustrated, the crew capsule is of
a diameter that will fit readily inside a heat shield
structure designed to fit within the shuttle cargo
bay.
4 6 Propulsion
By a selection process described in section
5, the MOTV has a 1'; stage propulsion system,
using its main engines for all orbit transfers. Fig-
ure 4- 1 shows how its propulsion comprises a
core and three drop tanks. Other provisions re-
quire from one to four drop tanks.
The propulsion core is common for all mis-
sions; it has two RL 10 CAT 1 1 B engines and a
cryogenic propellant capacity of 17,500 Kg.
The drop tanks are standard for all missions
and each has , ryogenic propellant capacity of
27,270 Kg. When fully loaded, the drop tank
absorbs the launch capability of a standard
Shuttle. Useful propellant loading of each tank
is mission dependent, but the launch capacity
diminishes with boil-off as the tank remains in
LEO, waiting for the assembly of the drop tanks
to propulsion core. When empty the tank is dis-
postd of by a motor mounted to the LO 2 tank,
which de-orbits it to burn up in the Earth's
atmosphere.
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I_ (+oice of mission mode impacts the thermal protection, guidance and landinq
overall ?VFJTV system, its costs, its operations, subsystems, separate.; from the propul-
the »ar. rating requirements and the crew cap- sion module and returns the crew directly
rule u-sign.	 Two areas of interest have bf-e ­ to Earth.	 In the simplest version of this
explored. .oncept the propulsion module is
Firs'.iv. w!,at propulsion. sysi.e: , rr ,	.. -:' 3rity expended.
and which	 nec',o :li (I r­ 	 ..ling fr	 :.i '..,:'	 nergy With regard to the choice of staginy stiate-
orbits shoul.l be used7 pies, the k^ssons learned in the necessarily high
Secondly, a narrower question. Given a thrust-to-weio:1t launcher field are not directly
short-duration gcosynchronous mission (say five transferable to lower thrust-to- weight orbit trans-
days) with a crew of two in a Spartan capsule fer craft.	 Thus, F:g. 5 1 compares three APOTV
with minimum equ,pment and cargo, is it pos- staging arra „gements, with performance plotted
sible to launch the necessary MOTV to Low against cost pa, mission. 	 Whether two, three,
Earth Orbit with one Shuttle flight?	 If such a four or five Shuttle launches per mission are
"bare-bones" mission can be flown without on- used to assemble the MOTV and fill its tanks,
orbit assembly or propellant transfer, operatie,is the 1!2 stage configuration is the clear winner.
will be simplified and a valuable minimum cost The two-stage configuration (each stage being
concept will have been identified. volume-limited by the Shuttle cargo bay) cannot
A third area of interest, whethe 	 the MOTV use more than four Shuttle launches per mission.
should be turned around on the ground or in and when less than three launches ara eml.loved
Lo y . Earth Orbit, is discu.ised in section b it deteriorates to a virtual single-stage rnode with
Turnaround /Analysis. very low performance/cost character rstics.
On the first, more general, issue, a matri;: For the 1'. stage arrangement, the maxi-
of eight concepts, using multiple standard Shut- mum rowrdtrrp cargo weight with five Shuttle
tle launches, was analyzed.
	
The matrix covered launches is 13,000 Kg. The same MOTV con-
1 stage, 1! 1 stage, and 2 stage (common) MOTV figuration will deploy a cargo of 38,000 Ky,
confiqui ations; and three or bit rett'rn methods, and if the cargo is already in Low Earth Orbit,
viz: the five launch MOTV can deplov a weight of
•	 NI Propulsive Orbit Transfer Vehicle 54,000 Kg.	 With these peiforn!ance levels
(APOTV), using its main propulsion achievable as and when needed, all 10 of the ge-
bc.th for de-oibit and for circularization neiic MOTV missions can be undertaken.
at the Low Earth Orbit rendezvous The general superiorit y of the r '	 stage
• Air Maneuvering Orbit Transfer Vehicle mission nude in div; APOTV e y am,	 . re
(AMOTV), employing main propulsion peated in the /ANIOTV acrd AMMI ca::es. 	 In
for de-orbit, followed at perigee by a view of this, it was thought desirable to eliminate
series of aerodvnamic brak!nq incur , ions the one dr:,advantage of the rnode, namely. drop
into the upper atmosphere that result in tanks left in space.	 Each drop tank is theiefcie
circularization provided with spin-up gear, dampers, and a
• Air Maneuvering Return Vehicle (AMRV), small de-ot bit motor which is fired after sepaia
which again uses its main propulsion for tiun to ensure :e-entry and burn-up in the
de-orbit.	 The bdllv.tic crew capsule, Earth's atmosphere.	 All the 1'. stage pelfot-
v	 ich is shaped for ie entry and has mance^. and costs allow for thr., feature and the
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performance penalty, as seen in Fig. 5-2, is small.
The choice between rival return methods —
APOTV, AMOTV, AMRV — is less easily made.
Preliminary analysis showed that the AMOTV
concept had performance advantages over the
other two: considerable advantages for the
heavier roundtrip cargoes; and, less marked for
lighter roundtrip and deploy-only cargoes.
These performance advantages are, however,
accompanied by significant technical and opera-
tional risks. To keep the thermal protection
lightweight, there must be several sequential in-
cursions into the upper atmosphere. To avoid
dangerous overshoots and achieve rendezvous
with the recovery Orbiter imposes challenging
requirements on the guidance. Compounding
these are the daily, hourly and local variations in
the density of the upper atmosphere where (in
contrast to conventional Earth return) all the
energy dissipation must take place. In addition,
the AMOTV has a ge,ieric crew capsule configu-
ration problem. The smooth contoured thermal
protection shell, if kept simple, will limit exter-
nal cargo stowage, manipulator arm envelopes,
crew vision zones and EVA access corridors. A
complex alternative requires that the TPS be
divided into panels and hinged out of the way
during on-orbit work. In light of these consider-
ations, it was decided that for this study the
AMOTV concept should be treated as a poten-
tial evolutionary goal, whose additional develop-
ment costs might well be justified with increasing
MOTV activity.
The remaining APOTV and AMRV con-
cepts have no such troublesome technology fea-
tures, and their performance levels are close to
one another Detailed analysis of the two con-
cepts does reveal discriminitol^,, however, and
these are summarized in Fig. 5-3; some com-
ments are in order.
The ballistic re-entry requirement of the
AMRV does not penalize the crew's living quar-
ters, but it does cramp and inhibit the layout of
the flight deck and IVA work station. The high-
er stack weight is at first sight surprising; our
initial estimates had suggesten a lower weight
becaase of the reduced propulsion task (no final
circularization burn). However, when the orbital
mechanics of the return trajectories of the APOTV
and the AMRV were developed, it became ap-
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parent that the AMRV has an advantage only so
long as the capsule returns to Earth at the equator
By the time that normal return to KSC and some
provisions for emergency return have been
factored in, the propulsion performance ad-
vantage has shrunk to the point where the addi-
tional TPS and recovery subsystem weights
swing the stack weight. The same orbital me-
chanics analysis shows the AMRV return flight
operations to be more complex and the entry
deceleration, at about 8 g, is higher.
Development costs of the AMRV crew
capsule are higher than those of the APOTV,
not just because of the TPS and recovery sub-
systems (high g couches, parachutes, retro-
rockets, landing provisions), but there are also
added capsule items in the areas of electrical
power, guidance, environmental control and at-
titude control.
The one clear advantage of the AMRV
over its rival is a two . to three-times quicker re-
turn to Earth in an emergency. Though this is
valuable, it was not con„uered uniquely strong
enough to override the other discriminators.
So the baseline MOTV propulsion system
emerging from this study is a I "2 stage APOTV
launched by a standard STS. With this arrange-
ment, the cost per mission is crucially dependent
on the number of launches needed. which in
turn is driven by the stack weight. Figure 5-4
shows this relationship for the seven missions
used for detail study. The only other, and less
powerful, cost driver is mission duration.
As will be seen, the cost per mission for the
seven shown ranges from $57M to S 1311x1.
About 90% of this figure consists of Shuttle
charges, which at S23.6M per launch completely
dominate the operations costs. This is shown in
greater detail in Fig. 5-5, which takes the DRM
at S 118n1 from the previous figure and shows how
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it is made up. After the Shuttle charges, the re-
maining $8M has only two items of any size:
$2-2M for the crew capsule and propulsion core
turnaround, and $3.45M for the only expendable
hardware, the three drop tanks. These are priced
for the 20th IVIOTV mission, assuming an 85%
learning curve.
Returning to the second-narrower-mission
mode question, "Can a single Shuttle launch sup-
port a mini mum'bare-bones' MOTV mission?"
This was addressed independently with a matrix
of five candidate concepts. APOTV, AMOTV and
AMRV return methods were included, employ-
ing 1 stage and 1'ia stage examples; because of the
volume limitations of a single Shuttle launch car-
go bay, 2 stage examples were not attempted.
To give each candidate a chance of achieving
the "bare-bones" mission, Shuttle launch capabil-
ity was treated as an optional parametric variable.
ranging from a launch capability of 29,000 Kg at
$23.6M per launch and no additional development
cost for the standard Shuttle, to a launch capabil-
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Fig. 5-6 Single Launch Concepts Performing 'Bare-Bones' Missions
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ity of 40,000 Kg at $29.6M per launch and $190M
added development cost for a fully augmented
Shuttle. The standard Shuttle cargo bay size was
unchanged throughout. Also available as an
optional variable was higher MOTV engine per-
formance; ranging from a low of 444 seconds, ISp
to a high of 473 seconds I Sp at an incremented
development cost of about $5M per second of
ISp.
As analyzed, all five candidates were able to
perform the "bare-bones" mission, but in each
case with some negative features. All the candi-
dates demanded the development of the Advanced
Space Engine, four of them required significant
Shuttle augmentation, and all of them had one or
more undesirable technical features, as summa-
rized in Fig. 5-6.
Since all the concepts are technically
flawed (either over complex and risky, or dead
ended in geometry, or 'tacking performance mar-
gin), and involve considerable parallel develop-
ment expense, and since the "bare bones' mission
is typical of only the lower end of the MOTV
missions spectrum, none cf these concepts have
been pursued. Nevertheless, if it were decided to
initiate an MOTV program with only modest
performance, and if the augmented Shuttle were
available, then the single-stage APOTV concept
would be a respectable candidate. It has the
virtues of simplicity and the ability to evoive
to much higher performance by the addition of
drop tanks.
If this path were taken, it Would have the ef-
fect of eventually merging a "bare-bones" ap-
proach with the baseline ll,a stage APOTV
multi-launch mode.
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6 - TURNAROUND ANALYSIS
The primary objective of the N10TV turn-
around analysis task is to determine the pro-
cess necessary to check, restore, assemble and
prepare the returning MOTV for its next mis-
sion, and to define the support requirements to
implement the turnaround process. A prelimi-
nary baseline was developed for ground-based
turnaround utilizing existing KSC facilities.
Shuttle-tended and SOC turnaround were also n-
vestigated. Early results indicated that mainten-
ance was the prime requirement driver and was
very sensitive to maintenance approach and
location of the turnaround base.
Figure 6-1 illustrates the reduction in man-
power requirements accruing from an approach
which stresses use of flight data and inspections
for determining hardware status, and incorporates
MOTV maintainability features to facilitate main-
tenance. This basic approach reflects the current
wide-bodied jet commercial experience with "con-
dition monitoring."
A preliminary set of support data was also
generated for LEO STS-tended turnaround. It
indicated that manpower and support equipment
increased significantly with no apparent advantage
to STS-tended over ground turnaround.
During phase 2 of the study, NASA extended
the MGMRSAS contract to include Space Opera-
tions Center (SOC) turnaround in LEO. A new
set of SOC-orie-.ted groundrules was generated,
a conceptual design was developed (see Fig. 6-2)
and a complete set of support requirements for
SOC turnaround was identified. This included an
analysis of split operations with the propulsion
core being serviced at SOC and the Crew Module
being returned to the ground.
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Fig. 6-1 Manpower Sensitivity to Change in Ground Turnaround Approach
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6.1 Turnaround Location Comparison
Turnaround location has the greatest impact
on support requirements and overall program im-
plications. The following paragraphs compare the
sensitivity of support requirerents to turnaround
location.
Overall Turnaround Scenarios. Figure 6-3 com-
pares turnaround scenarios, ground, STS-tended,
and SOC for the DKM. it shows the number
of flights and turnaround schedules for each of
the options. A single STS is assumed available
to support MOTV missions.
The ground turnaround option shown is for
the decoupled mode where each mission is con-
sidered indeptendent of the next one. In par-
ticular, the returning MOTV is retrieved by the
"Loiter Shuttle" and the next rnrs:>iun bug1tis
after in indefinite period of time, indicdtod I. • n
in the figure. The ground puitiun of ti ( ( tm i,
around is also shown decoupied frG:rr: OIL- 1At.
-paration of the next flight. With twr: M01 V's
in the inventory, one is alwa. s taken g ut of .;r"„
age in time for a new mission startu") A. d !h:
returning MOTV is secured, pw, into 
	 ,a
then prepared on a tirretablr consistent wit:, t1.a
mission. schedule. Since the MOTV ground i tu•n
around falls well within the time need.:;! 1.,,r
Shuttle ground turnaround. this decoupicd mode
poses no problein,^.
Some specific ohservation_. to be i ,i.ni Loin
these scenarios are:
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• Ground and SOC mission turnaround
schedules are established by the dedi-
cated Shuttle turnaround schedule and
not by the MOTV activities.
• For both ground and SOC options, de-
creasing the actual MOTV turnaround
maintenance activities will not affect
the overall S1 turnaround schedule.
• The STS-tended turnaround schedule is
constrained by the MOTV activities, and
reducing them would shorten the MOTV
turnaround. For example, if unscheduled
maintenance were not required between
flights because all systems were "go," the
overall turnaround schedule could be re-
duced from approximately 102 to approxi
mately 64 days.
• SOC does minimize the mission turnaround
time from 48 hours for ground-based to
42 hours.
Manpower Sensitivity. Figu r e 6-4 shows the
manpower sensitivity to turnaround location. It
compares the manpower requirements for ground
turnaround and for SOC turnaround when each
design is optimized for its turnaround location.
SOC turnaround is more time consuming than
ground turnaround, requiring a total of' 4011
manhours compared to 2108 manhours.
Cost Per Mission. Figure 6-5 shows turnaround
transportation costs for two variants of each of
the three main options. Costs include charges for
installing fuel cell reactant '.its to extend Shuttle
flight durations and the flight duration charges
themselves. Also included are the OMS kit
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installation costs, needed to reach the 490 Km
(265 r. mi) altitude, rather than 370 Km (200 n
mi).
The first pair of variants compares ground
turnaround using a Loiter Shuttle or one using a
separate Shuttle to pick up the returning MOTV
The "no loiter" option is $I OM less expensive.
The second pair of variants compares Shuttle-
tended turnaround costs depending on whether
the returning MOTV requires unscheduled main-
tenance or not. If on-board flight instrumenta-
tion (OFI) indicates that all is well with the
MOTV and no unscheduled maintenance is re-
quired, a $22M cost savings could be achieved. It
would be reasonable to assume at this juncture
that this minimum maintenance flight could be
achieved once every three to five flights.
The third pair of variants compares SOC
turnaround transportation costs for SOC in either
a 265 or 200 n mi orbit. The 200 n mi orbit is
10% lower in cost than the lowest ("no loiter")
ground turnaround option and is $10M lower
than the 265 n mi option.
6.2 Conclusions and Recommendation%
Figure 6 . 6 summarizes the comparison of
ground, STS-tended and SOC turnaround options
relative to manhours, turnaround schedules, etc.
It shows that the ground-based option requires
less manhours and serial time for the activities.
It should have less impact on the design and re-
quires less GSE and facility dollars. On the other
hand, the SOC turnaround schedule is less; it re-
quires 3'/2
 STS flights compared to three plus two
partial flights for ground turnaround, and pro-
vides the lowest transportation costs per flight.
However, an investment of $330M is required
for this option, and the payback period of 15
years on this initial investment is not too attrac-
tive unless the facility cost can be shared with
other programs. The STS-tended flight does not
have any advantages over the other two modes.
Hence it is recommended that ground turn-
around continue to be baselined because of its
inherent low startup costs and flexibility. The
SOC option should also be retained until such
issues as its operational orbit (200 n mi vs 2.65
n mi) and how its initial investment costs are
amortized are resolved.
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7 - PROoRAMMATICS
I rogrammatics in the context of this study
cover MOTV program planning, including sched-
uling and costing for all critical technology issues
resolved by Supporting Research and Technology
(SR&T): phase B studies for each MOTV ele-
ment (e.g., Crew Module, Propulsion Module,
OTV Engine); and phase C/D hardware develop-
ment and production.
The programmatics activity, planned in con-
formance with Directive A 109, has shown that
it is feasible to achieve an MOTV IOC in 1988,
as established by NASA for a study guideline.
Achievement of this guideline, however, requires
a properly phased development program involv-
ing phase B studies, phase C/D hardware and
SR&T activity for the major MOTV modules.
The phase B studies must be initiated in the
1981-1982 time frame to permit phase C/D go-
aheads in the 1983-1984 time frame, which lead
to the 1988 MOTV IOC. To support this sched-
ule, the critical technology issues must be re-
solved in the 1980-1983 time Pram-.
Cost estimates have been prepared and
iterated for the MOTV program as configuration
changes and refined cost methodology so war-
ranted. Although the MOTV program as defined
does require significant expenditures over the
program life, the early year funding requirements
(1980-1983) are less than $ l OM in any calendar
year. Furthermore, the peak annual funding
does not occur until 1986.
The formal purpose of the program plan-
ning was to develop a Five Year Program Plan.
However, to keep the planning logical and com-
patible with the NASA study guideline of an
MOTV IOC in 1988, an overall plan covering the
nine-year span between 1980 and 1989 was
formulated. The detailed schedule resulting
from this planning is included in the Five Year
Program Plan Document, and is shown in sum-
mary form in Fig. 7-1. Major program milestones
are shown together with the phasing for the
study, phase C/D hardware and SR&T activities.
The study and Phase C/D hardware activities are
shown for each major module.
It is apparent that unmanned missions using
MCTV elements may be performed in advance
of manned missions and, once the MOTV is avail-
able, occasional unmanned missions will be flown.
Hence, Propulsion Module autonomy to permit
initial unmanned OTV capability appears rea-
sonable and is reflected in our program plan.
This approach, building on the studies currently
under contract, produces an orderly, logical pro-
gram leading to the 1988 IOC.
The phased MOTV development builds on
the Fropulsion Module and System/Crew Module
studies currently in progress and planned for
completion in 1981 and 1980, respectively.
These studies are followed by competitive phase
B studies which, in conjunction with competitive
engine phase B studies, provide the phase C/D
proposals and ultimately the contractors for the
phase C/D hardware. The phase B studv comple-
tions and phase C/D go-aheads are geared to an
MO TV program approval in 1983, with approval
of the elements needed for unmanned missions
forthcoming in 1982.
Implementation and execution of the MOTV
program as planned requires the resolution of a
number of issues. These program issues, as
shown in Fig. 7-2, include critical technology
issues and major cost impact issues. The SR&T
program required to resolve these critical tech-
nology issues has been developed and is presented
in Fig. 7-3. This program for the critical technol-
ogy issues is given in order of priority and, for
each issue, the time phasing, basic purpose and
output utilization are identified. The 7--alor cost
impact issues of Fig. 7-2 require further e:rort
in the area of cost trades and analysis, and may
at this time be considered as potentially critical
issues.
The MOTV program costs cover the early
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Fig 7-1 MOTV Phased Development Program Plan, Summary Schedule
studies, the SR&T and the phase C/D hardware
activities. The cost estimates were developed by
the Grumman Computerized Cost Model. This
cost model develo ps cost estimates utilizing avail-
able CER's or cost throughputs, as appropriate.
It permits hardware replication, complexity and
development status to be reflected in the cost
estimates. The estimates produced by the cost
model were verified as to validity by comparison
to benchmark costs from other programs adjusted
for program differences and historica! inflation
effects.
As for the program cost elements, the study
costs, exclusive of contracts currently in pro-
gress, are estimated at $7.4M in 1979 dollars.
The SR&T program is estimated at $14.91`11 over
three years. The SR&T costs do not include
time-sharing r osts such as for the STS and Space-
lab, or NASA facility costs which in themselves
may be significant. The rAOTV development/
production costs are summarized in Fig. 7-4.
This figure presents the MOTV costs by major
hardware element or function and by program
phase, i.e., DDT&E end Production. The MOTV
development and production costs are $1 469
billion and $254 million, respectively. The pro
du(-:ion costs include the hardware for two vehi-
cles. The Crew Module, or Crew Capsule as it
is entitled interchangeably, accounts for approxi-
mately 33',, of the MOTV pr oyr am costs. The
breakdown of the Crew Capsule costs 1s given in
Fig. 7-5. The Crew Capsule development and
production costs are $502 million and $115 mil-
lion, respectively. Two subsystems, Structure
and ECi. S, drive the Crew Module cost, although
a third subsystem, Avionics, is also a major pro-
gram cost. The Avionics costs are less of a driver
to the Crew Module since this subsystem function
is split between the Crew and Propulsion Modules
with approximately 55 of the cost attributable
to the I .	 Module
, u 110TV costed in this study is based on
the DRM mission S1. The applicability Df thL-
cost estimate is not as narrow as it appears from
the preceding statement. The MOTV costed
herein satisfies 17 of the 20 generic missions
formulated by this study, i.e., <ill but mission
P2, 3 and 4. Missions P2. 3 and 4 1 equue ad-
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Fig. 7-6 Annual MOTV Program Funding Requirements
ditional passenger capability and mission-peculiar
software. The operational costs cif the generic
missions also vary but are not included in these
costs since they are p-esented and discussed in
the mission mode section of this report.
The funding requirements for the MOTV
program consistent with the schedule (Fig. 7-1)
and cost summary (Fig. 7-4), are shown in Fig.
-6. This figure breaks out the funding require-
ments by study, SR&T and phase C/D activity.
The peak annual function requirements for the
program and Crew Module are approximately
$575M and $200M, respectively, with both
peaks occurring in 1986. The funding schedule
confirms the fe,sibility of a 1988 MOTV IOC
without excessively early year funding require
ments.
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